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Introduction 

 Communication is considered as essence of life. Human beings need to communicate 

in different ways to express themselves. Life will become dull and worthless if the person is 

not able to put his desire and expression through communication. Human being is always 

required to share their feelings, thoughts and pass their information to other human beings. 

Applying communication theories and concepts to the event 

 Communication is required everywhere whether it’s finding of love, job, maintaining 

balanced social life and going for shopping and so on. Wrong communication can turned the 

situation to worst and can also led to big frustration in day to day life of any 

human(Chandler& Munday, 2011). Feedback is one of effective concept for improving 

communication where individuals can ask their friends, relatives and family to give feedback 

on their way of expressing things and improve them immediately and has also been 

considered as one of the most powerful theory of communication.  

 There has been a witnessed communication involved between two colleagues working 

in Software Company were assigned one project which was needed to be finished in strict 

deadline.The two were Marry and Potter who were sitting together and completing the given 

task. Marry suddenly received an two-three calls from her family and was looking in the 

mobile phone again and again as she got worried if everything is fine in her family. But as 

Marry was assigned one of the important tasks from their manager so she could not receive 

the call and talk to her family(O'Neill, 2012). Meanwhile, when Marry was receiving calls, 

her mind got distracted from her work and she started looking at phone all over again. This 

thing became an irritation for potter as he was not having any idea of such thing and did not 

like the way Marry is focusing on the project. Marry was having lack of knowledge on how 

to inform such tension which she has in her mind for her family. Potter was also unsure and 

does not know on how to react at that situation.  

Heath & Bryant (2013)has mentioned that silence communication is not helpful in 

every situation and must be utilised productively and in a purposeful manner. The silence in 

this event of communication between Marry and Potter has built lot of suspense which has 

ultimately delayed their assigned task. Silence was from both the sides which lead the 

communication more awkward and unexpressed. There must be asking of questions which 

can avoid silence and also decrease uncertainty. Such norms have not been applied by Marry 
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and Potter which made both of them upset especially potter who did not have any idea of 

what is going with Marry at the moment. Thus, the silence has been interpreted by Potter as 

disinterest in performance of task and also the responsibility of submitting the same on time. 

It has been assumed from both parties that silence has resulted in absence of speech and 

proved the wrong way of communication.  

Gallois & Giles(2015) has defined the psychological theory under which it says that 

Communication is not just the flow of information from one person to other but it is actually 

the feelings and thoughts which needs to be shared. Marry and Potter has not shared their 

thoughts and feelings which turned their communication to silence communication.  

 Knapp, et. al., (2013) has defined the concept of affect displays which includes both 

verbal and non-verbal way of displaying emotion. The display can take place from body 

language, gestures, facial expressions, voice tone, crying and laughing etc. It is the movement 

of the face which is communicating the emotional meaning of the situation. It can be used by 

the communication purposely and non-purposely. Marry did not showed her confused facial 

expression which replaced the verbal communication and has also bored the Potter. Hence, it 

can be concluded that one has to be careful in using non-verbal communication as 

unintentional messages can result in affect the relation in negative way.  

 Hence, there has been found that there has been lack of feedback from the side of 

Potter and Marry both after applying the observation communication event. Feedback is 

basically response to message which can be both non-verbal and verbal. It is the observation 

of changes from the recipient behaviour while face time communication and also act as 

valuable feedback where receiver does not express his/her reaction explicitly(Hartley, 2012). 

When potter was expecting Marry to concentrate on work rather than on phone by giving 

such irritated facial expression but Marry gave a silence expression which made Potter mixed 

up. Thus it can be said the feedback is also necessary in communication as it has spoiled the 

interaction between them. 

 After observing the event between Potter and Marry,there has been found adaptive 

structuration theory which can be defined in structures. Under this there are set structures 

such as creation of rules in an organization which affects decision making and also affect the 

structure. In the even observed, Marry was confined to focus on work and not take the calls 
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while at work which has limited them to focus on work and also communicate freely and 

healthy.  

Conclusion 

 Thus the concept of both silence communication and affect displays has been 

observed from the event of communication between Marry and Potter. There has been use of 

silence and affect displays by Marry and Potter as feedback from both of them. The feedback 

is one of the most important thing find in between Marry and Potter which was missing. The 

feedback between them could have been better which made them understand each other about 

the situation. Marry could have showed the feedback using non-verbal expression correctly 

which indirectly told the Potter about his worriedness about her family. But with the concepts 

and theories discussed in the event of communication between Marry and Potter cannot 

complete the analysis as communication has many sides which cannot be comprehensively 

discussed with limited concepts and theories. Human beings are really different with each and 

their thoughts can never be understand with these theories and concepts.   
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